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Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

We rejoice that the season of Easter is upon us!  

The scriptures describe how lost and forlorn the disciples felt after Jesus’ 

death; how hard it was for them to believe that he had risen. We also hear how 

Jesus healed their fears, met them in their doubts and ultimately breathed on 

them his Holy Spirit. He reinstated Peter with a commission “feed my 

sheep.” (John 21:17) and encouraged Thomas to “doubt no longer but         

believe.” (John 20:27) 

We can see ourselves in Peter and Thomas knowing that by the grace of the 

resurrection, we too have been renewed by the Holy Spirit. Like these          

disciples we have received a mission. The particular mission we as married 

couples are called to, is that of making Jesus visible in the world through the 

grace of the sacrament of matrimony. We are a visible sign of the love God 

has for his Bride, the Church. We stand as witnesses before a world hungering 

for this sacrificial love. 

At the recent Evangelium apologetics conference for young adults, in 

Maynooth College, we heard a beautiful description of this calling from Sr 

Kathryn Press ASCJ when she quoted Pope Paul VI (Humanae Vitae 26 

(1968)) 

“Among the fruits that ripen if the law of God be resolutely obeyed, the most 

precious is certainly this, that married couples themselves will often desire to 

communicate their own experience to others. Thus, it comes about that in the 

fullness of the lay vocation will be included a novel and outstanding form of 

the apostolate by which, like ministering to like, married couples themselves 

by the leadership they offer will become apostles to other married couples.”  
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As we learn to walk more faithfully the synodal pathway, we hear again the call of couples. These couples 

may be setting out on married life in joy or experiencing the sad loss of their spouse through death or     

separation. In the intervening years, we know married couples can experience what Pope Francis describes 

as, “crises, worries and difficulties” (Amoris Laetitia 231). However, thankfully, since Fr Caffarel and the 

first Team of Our Lady began meeting, the apostolate of married couples ministering to other married   

couples, is no longer a novelty.  

Another expression of this apostolate is a fledgling Network of marriage movements and organisations,  

under the auspices of the Irish Bishops Council for Marriage and the Family. With great joy, members of 

Teams of Our Lady are playing their part in this initiative, which hopes to make supports more visible for 

couples and families at the various stages of their journey. 

In every place and time, Jesus continues to call us to feed his sheep. Discerning how He might call all of 

us, to live more deeply our mission within and outside our own Team, would be a fitting celebration of 60 

years of Teams of Our Lady in Ireland. 

May you know the blessings and joy of this Easter Season, 

Brendan and Rosemarie. 

 

Activities of the Regional Team: January – March 2024  

 

Mission to the International Movement – Super-Region: 

Collaboration with Super-Regional couple for the International Gathering in Turin 2024. 

An update from the Irish Region was written for the Annual Transatlantic Newsletter. 

Mission within the Region:  

Sharing news from the Super-Region with Sector Couples and Teams. 

Regional Team meeting 20th January 2024.  

Three hour-long online sessions, in the weeks leading up to International Marriage Week and St            

Valentine’s Day 2024, were hosted by Mark and Anne O’Leary, Dublin Sector Couple. 

Ongoing piloting in Cork and Belfast.  

Mission within the Sectors: 

Online information meeting hosted by Paolo and Paola Batori, for couples interested in knowing more 

about Teams. 

Another information evening for engaged or newly married couples interested in forming an in-person  

Tandem Team on 24th March. 

Liaison with Filipa Aguiar who alongside Marek Danova and Tony Lawlor are working on the new      

website. 

Liaison with Sean and Anne Dooley, Responsible Couple for Intercessors. 

Mission towards the Church: 

Representatives of other Marriage Movements were invited to the celebration of Marriage Week. 

Base Teams were invited to explore ways of celebrating International Marriage Week in their local area.  

An interview promoting Teams of Our Lady and the online sessions leading up to International Marriage 
Week and St Valentine’s Day 2024, was broadcast on Radio Maria. 
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Teams of Our Lady participated in ongoing Synodal Training and meetings in preparation for the Synodal 

Assembly in October 2024. 

A Synodal Conversation in the Spirit was hosted via Zoom, with many members of other Marriage and 

Family Movements, under the auspices of the Bishops’ Council for Marriage and the Family. This event 

was in response to the latest Synod question. “How can we imagine the life of the Church in Ireland where 

people are co-responsible for the Church’s mission in different ways?”  

Teams of Our Lady and Tandem Teams were promoted at the Evangelium Conference on Apologetics for 

young Catholics at Maynooth College, on 16th March 2024. Six couples shared attendance at the stand. 

 

 

International Gathering of the Teams of Our Lady, 

Turin, Italy 15-20th July 2024 

 

8 couples and 2 spiritual counsellors are due to travel from Ireland for this gathering which takes place  

every 6 years.  

Please continue to pray for those who are planning, that the organisational elements will run smoothly, for 

those speaking that the Holy Spirit will guide them and inspire their input and for those due to travel, that 

they and their home Teams will be blessed and renewed in every way.  

Solidarity. Can you/your Team support a couple from the wider Movement where incomes are low? Please 

mark your contribution clearly as “Solidarity”.  

The banking details for EFT are:  

Name of account: Teams of our Lady – Ireland 

BIC IPBSIE2D  IBAN IE38IPBS99061533996354 
 
You can read some of the contributions from the last International Gathering at Fatima 2018, on the        

international website  https://torino2024.equipes-notre-dame.com/ 

 

 

Update from Paul and Annette O’Beirne, Super-Regional Couple. 

 

The current ERI (Leading team) has announced the names of those who will take on responsibility after 

Turin in July 2024 and will form the ERI from 2024 to 2030. 

In addition to this, due to the illness of a zone couple in lockdown, the zones were divided up in a new way 

which has now been accepted as permanent. The Eurasia zone which is headed up by Kevin and Faye 

Noonan now includes North America. It was felt that the English-speaking countries could work better   

together.  As a result, the zone was given a new name to reflect this. It includes our Super-Region,     

Transatlantic, as well as Australia, India, Canada and USA.  The new name is ‘TransOceanic’ as it shares 

the oceans, and it is the oceans that join us. 

TJ and Ellen Holt from the USA will take on their responsibility for the TransOceanic Zone after the      

International Gathering in Turin.   
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 A Word from the Regional Chaplain    Fr. Richard Sheehy
  

 

 

 

 

 

As I write, we are about to enter Holy Week, the high point of the Church’s liturgical year, as we relive the 

passion, trial and death of Jesus the Nazarene and celebrate our faith in his resurrection and in his 

transforming presence in our lives today. Our Lenten journey has been leading to this, and as we 

contemplate Christ’s agony in Gethsemane and his final act of self-giving love on the cross, we are called 

to open ourselves anew to his Spirit and to stand in solidarity with all who are going through their passion 

today, whether in Gaza, Israel, Ukraine, Haiti, Malawi or in our own country. By our practical care for 

others, may we witness to Christ’s resurrection. 

Some of us in Teams are preparing to participate at the International Gathering in Turin in just a few 
months’ time. In preparation for this gathering, many teams, including my own, are following the study 
topic proposed by the International Leading Team and prepared by the Regional Team in Spain, entitled 
“The Eucharist: Source of Mission”. This thoughtful presentation combines reflections from Pope Francis 
and Fr. Caffarel on the Eucharist, commentary on the biblical text chosen for the month and practical 
suggestions for the meeting itself. What I particularly appreciate is that each chapter begins by situating the 
action of the Eucharist in the context of the Jewish Pesach or Passover, which is essentially a family liturgy 
celebrated in the Jewish home and to which Jesus at the Last Supper gives a whole new understanding. If 
the focus of the Passover is the blessing of unleavened bread and cups of wine and the eating of a lamb to 
recall the liberating experience of the exodus from slavery, Jesus gives this a whole new meaning by 
presenting himself as the sacrificial lamb and the bread and wine as the gift of himself to the world.  At 
each monthly Team meeting, the host couple is invited to begin the meeting with a ‘sign’. For instance at 
the first meeting an empty basket is placed at the centre of the table as a sign of the needs that each 
individual, marriage, family and each team have. The empty basket is used in different ways at subsequent 
meetings. There is also a suggestion as to what particular focus to give the endeavours that month. There is 
finally a clear linking of the sacraments of Eucharist and of Marriage, and as Pope St. John Paul reminded 
regional leaders in 2003, ‘the different phases of the Eucharistic liturgy invite spouses to live their married 
and family life in a loving self-giving, after the example of Christ… They should find in this sacrament the 
audacity necessary for acceptance, forgiveness, dialogue and communion of hearts’. Food for thought, 
conversation and prayer. Wishing everyone in Teams and your families every Easter peace, joy and 
blessing. 
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Tribute  - Eddie Lloyd 

 

 

It is sad to be writing of our dear friend and Team Member Eddie Lloyd who died 20th December, 2023.  

Eddie glowed with life, fun, good humour, and human warmth.  His good nature was infectious and 

whenever we would meet Eddie, whether at our Team Meeting or casually in town our lives were always 

made happier.  We miss Eddie and his beloved Emmy very much. 

Eddie was multitalented.  In his spare time, he loved fishing and had his own boat on the river Corrib.  He 

was particularly animated when he would declare good humouredly that “The May fly is up” and Eddie 

would now go to the lake!  

Rugby was a passion for Eddie.  He played for Blackrock College and developed an interest for the game 

which stood him all his life.  However, he was always humble to admit “I never made the first team!” He 

did follow the rugby and enjoyed the six nations completion each year. 

Eddie loved music.  He was a born choir master.  He loved his participation in the Galway Baroque choir 

and the St Ignatius parish choir.  We have lovely memories of joining Eddie in carol singing around estates 

in Galway in the nineties. People had never experienced hearing carol singing going from house to house.  

This was something new.  Surprisingly the people loved the carol singing and Eddie enjoyed giving such 

pleasure. 

One year our Team went to Portugal for a week.  We had our monthly meeting there.  A Team member had 

invited the Team over.  In a restaurant one night in Portugal Eddie started a sing song.  As luck would have 

it the manager of the restaurant was an accomplished and enthusiastic singer.  We had a wonderful night of 

singing with a rare combination of Irish and Portuguese sounds and lyrics. 

Eddie was a perfectionist in his music.  He seemed always to carry his musical tuning fork with him!  If 

Eddie came to our house for a party our children would be fascinated with this instrument.  Eddie would 

strike the fork and the songs would begin.  He was always in good humour and took delight in sharing his 

gift of music with people, especially with children. 

Each year there was a carnival in Galway in the summer.  This included the Big Wheel which towered over 

the city.  Eddie announced at one meeting that he would love to go up on the Big Wheel.  We have a lovely 

memory and mental picture of good-hearted Eddie hanging over the side of the cabin taking pictures.  He 

was enjoying himself. Beyond all his activities Eddie was the beloved husband of Emmy who pre-deceased 

him.  He really missed her.  He was a family man who loved his family and was loved in turn by all six 

children. He was a man of strong faith who was a power of strength for Teams of Our Lady in Galway.  He 

served Teams for over 30 years from 1993. 

His obituary said of Eddie  “His faith and spirit made us strong” 

How true this is.  May Eddie and his beloved Emmy Rest in Peace. 

 

Anne and Jack Hutchinson 
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We first booked our place for the international encounter last year. 

At that time, it felt like a distant event. It began to feel more real in 

February when most of us who would be travelling met at Elaine 

and John Cogavin’s house. This meeting was the first step of our 

pilgrimage to Turin.  As fitting for Teams, we gathered around a 

meal, prayed, discussed and shared about our trip to Turin. Our 

excitement was building as we listened to those who had gone to 

previous international gatherings and began to see a picture of 

what to expect. 

The gathering will be illuminated by the biblical passage of the 

road to Emmaus, Luke 24:15-35, whose verses will be meditated 

on each day, framing the themes of the lectures and testimonies offered by the speakers. A surprise step of 

our pilgrimage to Turin was the annual Teams retreat in Dalgan Park on the 9th of March. The theme of this 

retreat was the Road to Emmaus, where we meditated on the painting of the Road to Emmaus by Janet 

Brooks-Gerloff. This retreat helped start a prayerful preparation for the journey. 

As the time counts down to our journey to Turin, we are looking forward to joining with more than 8,500 

other members of Teams. We will meet, discuss, pray, and share with many people. Hopefully, we will 

learn more about teams around the world and grow in our faith from the experience. 

Please God everyone attending will return laden with some of the fruits of the conference to enrich Teams 
of Our Lady in Ireland.  

John and Bernie Healy 

 

Around the Region 

Dublin 

 

Two Sector events have taken place since the last edition of our Regional Newsletter: the Annual 
December 8th Mass and the Sector’s Annual Retreat.  

December 8th Mass 

The Annual December 8th Mass for the Dublin Sector was held in Church of Our Lady of Perpetual 
Succour, Foxrock, Dublin, at 7.30pm on the Feastday. Marking the Solemnity of the Immaculate 
Conception, and also the Anniversary of the Teams’ Charter, the celebrant was our Regional Chaplain, Fr. 
Richard Sheehy.  

Placing ourselves and the other marriage and family movements in the hands of Our Blessed Mother at the 
start of our celebration, the congregation was reminded of the 24-hour vigil of prayer which was being 
observed on the day by many members of Teams of Our Lady throughout the world. 

There were about 70 people in attendance, most of whom joined us in the parish pastoral centre after Mass 
for light refreshments. Tea and coffee were kindly provided by the parish and members of Teams brought 
something to share – as accompaniment for the tea / coffee!  

We are particularly grateful to Una and Brian Moore, Team 13 (and also members of the Irish Region’s 
Intercessory Team), for arranging the venue: their parish church and parish pastoral centre. 

Invitations to the Mass were sent to representatives of other marriage / family movements – four of which 
were represented – Cana Ireland, Couples for Christ, Marriage Encounter and the Nazareth Family 
Institute. Regrets were received from Love and Truth and from Retrouvaille.  
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Annual Retreat 

 

The Annual Retreat was again held in Dalgan Park, Navan, on 9th March. Starting at 10 a.m., the retreat 
was presented by Sarah Oates from Viators Christi. There were 59 people in attendance – representing 14 
of the Sector’s 18 base teams. The total also included 5 members from Mullingar Sector and 1 guest 
couple. A minibus was arranged to bring some couples to Dalgan Park – couples who, otherwise, may not 
have been able to attend.  

One of the high points of the day, for many people, was the invitation to write the text for a blessing and 
then find a quiet spot to prayerfully bless our spouses using the wording which we had just written.     

The Blessed Sacrament was exposed in the church from 3.15pm until 4.15pm. During this time we were 
also able to avail of the Sacrament of Reconciliation and were blessed, and very grateful, to have had 4 
Teams chaplains for this: Fr Declan (Team 38), Fr John (Team 32), Fr Richard (Team 36 and Regional 
Chaplain) and Fr Sebi (Team 40).  

The day concluded with the celebration of Mass, at 4.30pm, celebrated by Fr Declan. 

 

Annual Sector Outing – Date For Your Diary! 

The next event being planned for the Sector is the Annual Outing. This is currently proposed for Sunday, 

15th September 2024, from 2pm.  

The venue will be St Enda’s Park, Rathfarnham. A reminder and full details will follow nearer the time.  

 

International Marriage Week 

 

International Marriage Week took place this year from 7th -14th February. To mark the week, which does 
not usually get much publicity in Ireland (and also in preparation for St Valentine’s Day!) Teams hosted 3 
evenings online (via Zoom) as an outreach to couples who may not already be involved in Teams or 
another marriage support movement, but who might have liked some dedicated couple time. The themes of 
the three evenings were: (i) Love – what’s it all about; (ii) Prayer and living faith as spouses; (iii) Knowing 
each other.      

Although many couples from Teams supported the initiative and attended the three sessions, it was 
disappointing that, despite the publicity efforts beforehand, there were only a small number of couples from 
outside of Teams in attendance. However, based on feedback, it seems to have been a worthwhile initiative. 
Perhaps, if something similar was to be held next year, then it might be a good opportunity to invite other 
movements to be involved.  

During the same week, Bishop Nulty officially launched the new revised Accord marriage preparation 
programme in Whitefriar Street on Monday morning, 12th February. As part of the ceremony, the bishop 
also presented a new leaflet: Marriage Movements – Accompanying Couples. The leaflet, which was 
produced with the support of the Irish Bishops’ Conference, Council for Marriage and the Family contains 
brief description of 16 different marriage support movements / organisations and includes contact details 
for each. It is intended that the leaflet will be distributed to couples during marriage preparation 
programmes and also made available in parishes.   

Anne and Mark O’Leary  
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Mullingar  

December Mass: 

Our Annual Mass in the Cathedral of Christ the King took place on the 8th of December and was celebrated 

by Fr. Phil Gaffney. It was wonderful to see so many Team members coming together for our Mass and 

enjoying the chat and refreshments together with Fr Phil in the Greville Arms Hotel.  Although Rosemarie 

and Brendan could not be present on the night it was lovely that they joined us in prayer on the Cathedral 

webcam and we look forward to future visits.  

 

 

        

 Des and Mary Briody with their granddaughter, Aoife, at the       

 celebrations after mass on 8th December 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team 3: 

Every year Team 3 are blessed to have Fr Frank celebrate Mass for us hosted this year by Jack and Eileen. 

This very special evening starts the Christmas festivities for us all.  

We send Fr Frank our heartfelt sympathies on the death of his brother Brendan. May Brendan rest in peace. 

 
Team 1: 
 
Bishop Michael Smith: 
On the 28th January 2024 Bishop Tom Deenihan welcomed everyone to the Cathedral of Christ the King 

for Vespers to celebrate the contribution of Religious to our diocese and to mark the Fortieth Anniversary 

of the Episcopal Ordination of Bishop Michael Smith. 

Bishop Tom thanked Bishop Michael for his loyalty, commitment, generosity, and faith-filled service to the 

Diocese of Meath over forty years. 

Bishop Michael began chaplaincy to Team 1 here in Mullingar at its inception in 1978/79 while he was a 

young priest. Those founding couples were very privileged and immensely grateful that he agreed to 

remain as their chaplain despite his Episcopal workload. Bishop Michael continues to act as Chaplain to 

Team 1 to this day. On behalf of members of Mullingar 1 and all members of Mullingar Teams of Our 

Lady, we send him our deep gratitude and heartfelt congratulations. May God continue to bless him with 

good health.   

 

Marriage week:  
On the 11th February in St Paul’s Church Fr Andrei Stolnicu celebrated the 10.30 Mass and included 
prayers for married couples who were present and for the sacrament of marriage. Thanks to all the couples 
from Teams who attended the Mass.  Congratulations to Mark and Anne (Dublin Sector Couple) who 
facilitated the three Zoom meetings to celebrate Valentine’s Day.   
 

Retreat: 

Our thanks to the Dublin sector for their warm welcome to the Mullingar Team members who travelled to 

Navan for the Retreat on the March 9th.  Sarah Oates facilitated the retreat and was inspiring as was Fr. 

Declan Hurley who celebrated Mass for us all.  
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Summer Outing: (Save the afternoon) 

On June the 29th Please God we will gather for our summer outing in Fore Abbey to enjoy the walks and 

have a picnic in this medieval monastic place 

 

Prayer intentions: 

Rip:  Brendan Monks (brother of Fr Frank Monks (Team 3 Mullingar) 

Rip: Eithne McQuaid (sister in law of Gerard McQuaid (Team 40 and Dublin Sector Team) 

We remember in our prayers all who are ill at this time  

 

Pauline and Richard Sheridan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prayer Intentions  

 

For those who have died: 

 

Eddie Lloyd, husband of the late Emmy, Galway 

Hugo Gallagher, husband of Mary, Team 32 

Cormac McHenry, husband of Barbara, Team 25 

Moira Fitzpatrick, sister of Liam Clare, Team 19 

Eithne McQuaid, sister-in-law of Gerard McQuaid, Team 40 

Brendan Monks, brother of Fr. Frank, Mullingar 

Joseph Vincent Curran, brother of Eileen Humphries, Team 3 

Frank Clinton, husband of Pat, Team 24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



60 Years of Teams in Ireland 

 

1964 Teams were brought to Ireland by John and Bernadette Blayney.  At a retreat they met a French 

priest, Fr. de Lavalette SJ. They established teams in Dublin. At that time Ireland was part of the Great 

Britain Region. John and Bernadette established Teams in Belfast and remained with them for some years. 

Teams were established in Mullingar with Fr. Michael Smith as chaplain to the first team. In time he 

became Bishop of Meath and remains with his team to this day. Teams in Galway were established from 

Mullingar and Teams also were established in Cork. 

1989 Ireland became a Region within Teams. John and Bernadette Blayney were the first Regional 

Couple. 

1994 The 6-yearly International Gathering was held at Fatima. The Irish contingent of about 25 was led 

by John and Elaine Cogavin, Regional Couple. In the week before the Gathering, they participated in the 

College of Teams which consisted of the International Leading Team (ERI) and Regional Couples 

representing various zones around the world. When a request to host the College Meeting of 1995 was 

made, John and Elaine offered to host it in Ireland. 

1995 In summer the College of Teams met at All Hallows, Drumcondra. About 50 participated, including 

the members of the ERI. On the Friday night a giant teams meeting was held at All Hallows. About 200 

attended, each Sector bringing food contributions. The night ended with entertainment organised and led by 

Proinnsias Ó’hAilín, including Irish Dancers performing the Riverdance. 

1997 Teams celebrated 50 years of the Charter with a Gathering at All Hallows, led by the recently 

installed Regional Couple, Seamus and Marie O’Brien from Mullingar. Each of the Sectors presented a 

mini pageant, depicting various aspects of teams. 

2000 The International Gathering took place at Santiago di Compostela in Galicia, Spain. The Irish 

contingent numbered about 40, led by Marie O’Brien and included Fr. Denis Nulty, Regional Chaplain. 

The number of participants at 7,500 exceeded the expected number and several hundred were 

accommodated at a disused Army Base, called San Simone, where the facilities were very basic. Fr. Denis 

found himself billeted there and throughout the week worked hard to raise the spirits there, resulting in him 

being called “the bishop of San Simone”. 

2001 John and Elaine Cogavin were invited to join the International Leading Team (ERI) for a six-year 

term. They fulfilled that role with great commitment and energy. 

2003 Gathering at Rome of Regional Couples, Regional Chaplains and Newsletter Couples,  the first time 

such a gathering took place. Betty and Michael McGovern, who were Newsletter Couple, travelled as did 

Jacinta and Paddy Quigley, who were the Regional Couple. The Gathering went on for three days, followed 

by a two-day meeting of the College.  The high point of the gathering was a private audience with Pope St. 

John Paul II. One of the speakers was the late Fr. Michael Paul Gallagher SJ, who had been a Teams 

chaplain in Ireland. 

2004 Teams celebrated 40 years in Ireland with a mass at the Divine Master Convent, Blackrock. The 

principal celebrant was Bishop Michael Smith and in his homily he told us that we were now counter-

culture. A Teams Couple from Australia happened to be visiting and brought with them a message from the 

Oceania Super-Regional Couple, Jan and Peter Ralton.  

2006 In January, the new Transatlantic Super-Region was established with Paul and Helena McCloskey 
as the Responsible Couple. It comprised of the three new Great Britain Regions, Ireland, Trinidad and 
Tobago and Malawi. In September of that year, about 8000 teams members gathered at Lourdes for the 
Tenth International Gathering. The Irish Contingent numbered about 50 including 4 chaplains.  
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2007 The first Gathering of the Transatlantic Super-Region was held at Swanwick in Derbyshire. About 

25 from Ireland attended. The gathering went on over 3 days, with talks, mixed team meetings, liturgies 

and entertainment in the evenings, with Brendan Bunting from Ireland as MC. 

2010 The second Super-Regional Gathering took place at Swanwick and about 25 attended from Ireland. 

As with all Teams Gatherings, there was a great spirit throughout the 3 days. 

2012 The Eucharistic Congress took place in Dublin. Teams maintained a stand in the exhibition hall 

throughout the week. Pat and Carmel Cunneen gave a presentation on Marriage and Teams of Our Lady. 

The presentation was oversubscribed and John Cogavin organised an impromptu information session on 

Teams on the lawn outside, which was attended by a considerable crowd! 

Also that summer the Eleventh International Gathering took place in Brasilia. Three couples and a chaplain 

travelled from Ireland. A memorable feature was a gathering of couples in a central park in the city, having 

sit-downs. 

2014 The third Gathering of the Transatlantic Super-Region took place at Dublin over three days at the 

Kings Hospital School.  The theme was “Heart speaks to heart”, the motto of St. John Henry Newman. It 

was hosted by the Regional Couple, Breda and Tony Preston and was also the celebration of 50 years of 

Teams in Ireland. The Leading Couple, Tó and Zé Moura Soares attended throughout. Over 300 people 

from 7 countries participated. Each day there was a liturgy prepared by a different sector: Friday, Belfast, 

Saturday, Galway and Sunday, Mullingar. On the Monday there was a post-Gathering outing to 

Glendalough, led by Fr. Rogers and organised by Pat and Carmel Cunneen. 

2018 In June the Twelvth International Gathering took place at Fatima and about 25 from Ireland 

attended, led by the Regional Couple, Jim and Elaine Keogh. 

In August, the World Meeting of Families took place in Dublin and Teams maintained a stand there. Many 

Teams members from other countries took part and Irish Teams hosted a gathering at Avila in Donnybrook, 

Dublin. 

In October, for the first time, the RC Weekend was held at Knock. 

2020 Covid arrived and the RC Day was held on Zoom, hosted by Mullingar Sector. The mass was 

celebrated at Mullingar Cathedral and viewed online. 

The 8th December mass was celebrated in Navan Road church by the Papal Nuncio with a handful of 

people physically present and the members watching online. 

2021     Retreat and RC Weekend were held online. 

2022 RC Day held in person at Avila with 50 attending. 

***************************************** 

 

To all Responsible Couples 

 

Please forward to Marie & PJ Finn, by the end of June, the names of the new 

Responsible Couple for the year 2024-2025, and any other changes to mobiles and 

email addresses, etc.  

Their email address:  mkeeganfinn@gmail.com 

The National Register is kept up to date to communicate and share information with 

Teams members throughout the country.         
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Some of the participants at the Pastoral Centre, following the Teams mass for the Feast of the Immaculate 

Conception at the Church of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour, Foxrock, Dublin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newsletter Editors: Paddy and Jacinta Quigley 

paddyandjacinta@gmail.com 

 

We would like to receive contributions for the Summer Newsletter by Sunday, 2nd June 


